
AS Boris Becker tries to rebuild his 
life after a stint in jail for bank-

ruptcy fraud, he might want to seek 
advice from daughter Anna – she’s 

moving into bricks and mortar. 
Anna, 23, has set up a real 
estate company and 

has named her 
mother Angela – 
pictured with 
her, left – as a 
co-director.
Anna  was 

famously con-
ce ived  af ter 

Boris and Angela 
had a one-night stand   

at the Nobu restaurant 
in Mayfair. 

Bizarrely, the name of the  
company, Tetragrammatonic, 
refers to the Hebrew name for God.  
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Becker’s girl 
builds a career

PRINCE Harry is modelling for Hermes! Well OK, not 
the real Harry but actor Luther Ford, left, who is due to 
play him in the upcoming series of The Crown.

Luther was snapped wearing a pyjama-style shirt and 
shorts at Paris Fashion Week, and given that he should 

become a household name after starring in The 
Crown on Netflix, it’s no wonder he’s  

practising having his photo taken. 
Keen to bolster him, co-star Meg  

Bellamy, who will play Kate Middleton, has 
been excitedly flattering Luther over 
Instagram, commenting ‘Wowwwww!!’ in 
response to the fashion pictures.

SHE sold her North London 
home last year and upped 
sticks to the country as part 
of her attempt to become a 
wellness guru – but it seems 
the lure of the capital is just 
too strong for supermodel  
Kate Moss.

I can reveal Kate, 49, has  
bought a pied-a-terre in 
swanky Mayfair, where the 
average property has a 
£9.2 million price tag.

I’m surprised to see Kate 
back in the city so soon and 
hope the purchase of a  
London bolthole has nothing 
to do with rumours that she 
has split from long-term 
boyfriend Count Nikolai von 
Bismarck, 35.

Nikolai has been seen at 
multiple events, such as 
Glastonbury, without Kate 
and was photographed with 
American model Camille Rowe a few 
weeks ago.

Kate and Nikolai have lived at her 
ten-bedroom Cotswold mansion 
since 2022, after she sold her home 
in Highgate, North London. 

Her time in the capital was 
famously raucous. Council officials 
were called to investigate noise com-
plaints during riotous celeb parties, 
and locals filed complaints about 
Kate’s ‘tacky’ renovations. 

A local Green Party councillor even 
got involved at one stage, raising 
environmental concerns about a pro-
posed steam room in the house, next 
door to George Michael’s old home. 

Hopefully Kate will be a little  
better behaved at her new abode in 
Mayfair, where her neighbours 
include members of Qatar’s royal 
family. Indeed, Mayfair is so popular 
with wealthy Qataris that the area 
has been christened Little Doha.

In addition to kitting out her new 
pad, Kate has her hands full at the 
moment with her wellness brand 
Cosmoss. Chatting to the Financial 
Times, she revealed plans to pioneer 
‘the Cosmoss world’. 

Global domination may or may not 
be on the horizon, but Mayfair isn’t a 
bad place to start. Kate was 
approached for comment last night.

SPLIT RUMOURS: Kate and Count Nikolai

THERE 
will be no 

dancing by Melanie 
Hamrick for her partner 
Sir Mick Jagger’s 80th 

birthday this week after the 
former ballerina injured her 
ankle by falling off a step. 

Melanie, who has a son 
Deveraux, six, with the 

Rolling Stone, is hobbling 
about in a support 
boot as her injury 

heals. 

Kate just can’t 
escape the lure 
of London as 
she snaps up a 
new bolthole

Wild about Harry
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◆ I NEVER had Bourne star 
Matt Damon down as the 
pipe and slippers type. But 
he loves nothing more 
than kicking off his shoes 
and putting on something 
more comfy, according 
to his Oppenheimer co-
star Emily Blunt, a 
neighbour of his in a 
Brooklyn apartment 
block she calls a ‘weird 
commune’. She tells Bruce 
Bozzi’s Table For Two 
podcast: ‘I don’t ever see 
Matt Damon not in his slippers 
any more. I haven’t seen him in 
regular shoes in a long time.’
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THE HOTTEST GOSSIP

◆ WOMAN’S Hour host and debut novelist 
Anita Rani has bagged the kind of publicity 
some authors only dream of… courtesy of her 
BBC colleagues. 

When she appeared on the Today 
programme to discuss what was coming up 
later in Woman’s Hour, presenters Amol Rajan 
and Justin Webb were happy to tout her book 
Baby Does A Runner, about a woman 
investigating her grandfather’s affair. 
Referring to some typically British 
summer rainfall, one of them said: 
‘It’s a good day weather-wise to stay 
in and read someone’s first novel.’ 
That was quickly followed by: 
‘Others, of course, are available.’ 

It’s a little late for impartiality!

Amanda’s 
Paris plight

THINGS are clearly hotting up for Emma Raducanu and Carlo 
Agostinelli – as she fans herself with a ‘do not disturb’ hat after 
joining him on a Greek break. 

The British tennis star, 20, has been cruising the Aegean with 
no expense spared, as snaps posted on social media prove. Car-
lo’s father is Italian-US billionaire Robert Agostinelli and also 
in tow is Carlo’s sister, ex-Made in Chelsea star Heloise Ago-
stinelli. Though Emma and the ex-Harrow head boy, 23, are yet 
to acknowledge their relationship, they have aleady been 
snapped together in Mexico, right. 

A new beau seems just what she needs after missing much of 
this season due to injuries. Hopefully next year we’ll see Emma 
switching her summer whites for Wimbledon whites!

Emma’s hat-trick on 

a cruise with Carlo 

◆ OH, the perks of being 
famous… presenter Melanie 
Sykes has revealed her phone 
company waived her bill running 
into thousands of pounds when 

she tweeted about forgetting to 
turn off data roaming during a 
trip to the Seychelles. I wonder if 
I should take to Twitter to 
complain about my gas bill?

I HEAR fashionista Amanda Har-
lech got more than she bargained 
for on a trip to Paris – she went there 
for a beauty treatment and ended up 
getting mugged. Amanda, left, who 

has been a right-hand-woman for top 
designers including Karl Lagerfeld and 

John Galliano, was feeling woozy after 
her procedure and was on her way to 
enjoy some well-deserved bedrest when 
she was accosted in the street.  

Horror-scope  
alert for Holly

AS IF the last few weeks haven’t been difficult 
enough for This Morning’s Holly 

Willoughby after Phillip Schofield quit, 
she believes things will get wilder – 

because of the astrological influence 
of the planet Venus. 

According to Holly’s wellness  
company Wylde Moon, ‘Venus is 

going into retrograde and we’re 
all going to feel it’.  Holly, 42, 

seems to think the stars have 
a lot in store for us all,  
especially in romance. 

Get set for ‘angst, 
anxiety and confu-
sion’, apparently. 

Wylde Moon says 
that as an Aquarius, 
Holly faces a ‘magical  
mystery tour’ and a 
‘wild ride’ next month.

Let’s hope any 
impending drama 
steers clear of the This 
Morning studio!

WE’VE heard of carpool karaoke – now here comes car park karaoke. 
Posh pop star Dylan, above, made her Glastonbury debut this summer  
and is about to release a single with Bastille frontman Dan Smith, but 
she says the highlight of her year so far was stumbling across Ed 
Sheeran and rapper Lil Nas X singing outside New York’s MetLife 
Stadium. ‘It was not on my bingo card for 2023, so naturally it pro-
vided a lot of laughs,’ Stowe-educated Dylan tells me. Of the day her 
single, Liar, Liar, is released next month, she says: ‘I’ll probably stare 
at streaming statistics in sheer panic for 24 hours, then have a beer!’

Now it’s car park karaoke

◆ THE house once owned  
by Winnie-the-Pooh author  
A.A. Milne and Rolling Stone 
Brian Jones is up for rent – for 
£8,500 a week. Cotchford Farm 
in East Sussex boasts its own 
pool, tennis court and the  
chance to stay in Christopher 
Robin’s old bedroom.


